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A NOTE ON THE BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION
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OF *-ENDOMORPHISMS OF 3B{X)
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Abstract. We prove that the equivalence class of the boundary representation

na <% of an iso-semigroup a is independent of the intertwining semigroup of

isometries %.

1. Introduction

An £b-semigroup of 3§(%?), where 2? is a separable Hubert space, is a a-

weakly continuous semigroup a = {at : t > 0} of unit-preserving *-endomor-

phisms of 38(%?) with c*o = idggtjr) ■ m [3] Powers introduced a numerical

index for spatial £b-semigroups, i.e. for £o-semigroups a for which there is a

strongly continuous semigroup of isometries $¿ = {Ut : t > 0} of 3§(%?) that

intertwines a, in the sense that at(A)Ut = UtA for all A £ 3§(%?) and all

t > 0. Starting with an £o-semigroup a and an intertwining semigroup of

isometries ^, he defined a continuous ^representation, na ̂  , of the domain

of definition 3! (8) of the generator ô of a, on the deficiency space of %.
The index was then defined to be the multiplicity of na ̂  , i.e. the maximum

number of mutually orthogonal projections that commute with the range of

i„^. However, since an intertwining semigroup of isomeiries, if it exists,
need not be unique, and since there is no canonical way of selecting one, it is

not clear that this numerical index is well defined.

In [5] Powers and Price discovered the relation between the boundary repre-

sentation na<% and the Arveson index of an £o-semigroup a (see [1] for the

definition of the Arveson index, or [2] for an expository account of Arveson's

theory of £o-semigroups). They proved that the Arveson index of a spatial Eq-

semigroup is equal to the multiplicity of the identity representation of 3>(8) in

the representation na>& . It then follows of course, that this multiplicity is inde-

pendent of the choice of %. However it is not known whether the multiplicity

of the identity representation of 21(0) in na^ is equal to the multiplicity of

iia>% as defined above, i.e., it is not known whether na^ is always normal. In

this note we establish the fact that the multiplicity of nat% does not depend
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on the choice of the intertwining semigroup of isometries. More specifically we

shall prove the following:

Theorem. Let a be an EQ-semigroup of &(ßP), and suppose that % and S?

are two strongly continuous intertwining semigroups of isometries. Then the two

boundary representations na^ and na^ are unitarily equivalent.

It then follows that the multiplicity of na ^ is a well-defined index, which

is subadditive and invariant under inner conjugacy (i.e., under perturbation of

the generator by an inner derivation). Finally we note that this index is equal

to the Arveson index for all known examples of spatial £o-semigroups. The

equality of the two indices in the general case is equivalent to the normality of

na,l¿ •

2. Preliminaries: The boundary representation

Definition. An Tfo-semigroup of 3§(%?) is a family a = {at: t > 0} such that:

(i) a, is a normal *-endomorphism of 3§(%?) for every t>0;

(ii) a0 = id&ijr) and at+s = at o as for all s, t>0;

(iii) for each / £ &(%")*  and for each A £ 3§(%f) the function t ->

f(at(A)), t > 0, is continuous;

(iv) a,(l) = 1 for all i>0.

Definition. An intertwining semigroup of isometries for an £o-semigroup a of

3§(%?) is a strongly continuous semigroup of isometries, % = {U,: t > 0},
such that:

at(A)U, = U,A   for all t > 0 and A £ 3B{3T).

In [4] Powers constructed an example of an £o-semigroup of 3§(?P) which
does not have an intertwining semigroup of isometries. If the £o-semigroup a

does have an intertwining semigroup of isometries, %, then one can associate

with it a *-representation nat% of a certain C*-algebra as follows:

Let -d be the generator of ^ (i.e., d is the operator with domain 2(d) =

{?,£%?: lim^0+ ^t^ exists} and for i £ 2(d), dt\ = lim(^o+ ^A) ■ Then
d is a closed densely defined maximal skew-symmetric operator. For £, n £

2(d*) define

where (•, •) is the inner product of %?. Then (•>•)* is a positive semidefinite

inner product, with null space 3(d). Thus it induces an inner product on

3(d*)/2(d) with which the latter becomes a Hubert space. We denote the

class of Çe&(d*) in 2(d*)/2(d) by [{].
Consider now the generator 6 of a. The domain of S is 3(6) = {A £

33(&)\ J-lim,^o+ 2iHbd exists) and for A e 2^ > S(A)=s-Mmt-^. ^M .
2(0) is a c-weakly dense *-subalgebra of 33(%?) and ô is a er-weakly closed

♦-derivation. Define

na^:2(ô)^â$(2(d*)/2(d))

by
*«.*(*)K] = [xi]   for x £ 2(0) and £ £ 2(d*).
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Proposition (Powers [3]). na^ is a norm-continuous ^representation of'2(a)

(and therefore extends to a ^-representation of the norm closure of 2(6)).

na^ is called the boundary representation associated with the £Vj-semigroup

a and its intertwining semigroup ^.

3. Proof of the theorem

The proof of the theorem depends on the analysis of pairs of semigroups
of isometries (<S", í¿) satisfying the commutation relations S* Ut = e~uI for
some X £ R+, carried out by Powers and Price in [5]. We are making use of

the following result:

Theorem (Powers and Price [5]). Let a be an E0-semigroup with generator

6, í¿ an intertwining semigroup of isometries with generator -d and Tta,%

the associated boundary representation of 2(6) on 3(d*)/3(d). If 5^ is a

strongly continuous semigroup of isometries with generator -D such that S* Ut —

e~Xt for some X > 0 and all t > 0, then:
(i) there is an isometry W: %f -> 3(d*)/3(d) such that

3(D) = l[i£3(d*):rVi = ^]y,

(ii) 3(D*) = 3(d*) and for £ e 3(D*), D*i = d*Ç + XÇ - 2VXW*[c;] ;
(iii) 5? intertwines a if and only if W intertwines na>^ with id^(S), the

identity representation of 3(6).

We now state and prove the result of this note:

Theorem. Let a bean E^-semigroup of 3§ (%f), and suppose that 1¿ and S?

are two strongly continuous intertwining semigroups of isometries. Then the two

boundary representations na^ and na¿? are unitarily equivalent.

PRoof. By ([1], Theorem 4.1), there is a complex number c(%, S?), the co-

variance of % and S?, such that S*tUt = e^^'I W > 0. We first assume
that the covariance is real, i.e., we assume that S*Ut = e~XtI vr > 0, for some

A>0.
Let 6 be the generator of a and -d% (resp. -dg>) the generator of V (resp.

of S?). Let 3£% — 2(d^)/2(d^) be the Hubert space with inner product given

by

([t},[t}]h = j(d&i,ri) + j(Ç,dàri)

where [£] denotes the class in 2(d%)/2(d%) of an element ¿f e 2(d%).

Similarly let 3ify = 2(d*s,)/2(d$>) be the Hubert space with inner product

m,{n))^ = \{d^,ri) + \{i,d^ri)

where {£} denotes the class in 2(d*^)/2(dy) of an element c\ £ 2(d*y).

By the previous theorem we have 2(d*^) = 2(d^) and there is an isometry

W^: <%* -> ^ that intertwines na^ with id^(á), such that 2(d$>) = {£ £

3(d^): Wvi = ^[£]}. Since we also have U?S, = e~XtI W > 0, there is,

by the same theorem, an isometry W^: %* -* Jfy that intertwines na y with
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id^(¿), such that 3(d$>) = {Ç £ 3(d^,): W^c; = -jr{Ç}} • Moreover we have

the following relations between d% and d^, :

d$4 = dtf + XÇ - 2VkW¿[t]   and   dv£ = d*yc\ + XÇ - 2y/XW¿{c¡}

for c¡ € 3(d*%) = 3(d*y).
Define K:JÎ>-»^ by

We claim that F is a (well-defined) unitary operator that intertwines na <% and

If {£} - {//},  ¿¡,n £ 3(d^>), then £ - n £ 3(dy)  and, therefore,

*%(£ - V) = 7/j[£ - >/]. by (i) of the above proposition.   This implies that

K] - VXWtß = [n] - VXW^n e> V({Ç}) = V({n}). Thus V is well defined.
To prove that V is isometric let Ç, n £ 3(d*^>), and calculate

(V({Z}), V({n}))v = <[i] - yßWyi, [n] - VJ.Wvri)v

= {[Ç]Av])v + HWvZ,Wvri)v

-yrx{WyZ,w)u-rxi&\,Wyn)v
= (Kl, Wtlv + A({, >/> - >/X(^i, [rj\)v - VX([c¡], Wvn)v

using the fact that W% is isometric. On the other hand,

mAn})y = W*s4,n) + \(Z,d*s,ri)
= \(d*^ + Xc\ - 2VXW¿[^], n) + \(i, dyti + Xti - 2VXrV¿[n])

= í2(d^,n) + ^,d^)+X(i,n)

-VX(W^],r,)-VX(^,W¿[t,])

= (K], M)* + A(í, i/) - v^K], 1%^ - VX(W^, [q])v

and therefore V is isometric.
Next define Vx : 3?% -» «^ by

^i(ra) = K}-vx»>i.
Fi is a well-defined isometric operator. For ¿; e 3(d%) = 3(d^) we have

^H(K]) = ^({í})-VlFW>¿

= K] - VXíffcí - VÏK»>f

= [{]-V^(»W + FÏIWf).

Considering a sequence (£„) in 3(d%) that converges to £ we find

Wvï +VWrt= Wyi + lim VWstn

= W^ + limV(^{in})

= Wvcl +lim ±([ti„]-VXWy Un)

= 0.
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It follows that Wi is the identity on Jf^ and therefore that V is a unitary

operator. We finally prove that V intertwines na>% and nay>. For A £3(6)

and £, £ 3(d%) = 3(d*y) we have

na,v(A)V({Ç\) = naM¿)([(] - VÄ^f)

= [AZ)->fîxa,v{A)Ww{

= Mí] - yfXWyAZ
= K({^})

= Kaq>j,(^)({í})

using the fact that W% intertwines na <% with the identity representation of
3(6).

If now % and S? are two intertwining semigroups of isometries with co-
variance ci$¿, S?) £ C, then consider the intertwining semigroup

S" = {e-ihDf«*'-WSt-.tZO}.

It is then easy to see that %a^ = na^, while ci$¿, S?1) = Re(c(^, S?)) £ R.

From the first part of the proof, it follows that na% and na^ are unitarily

equivalent. This completes the proof.   D
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